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My personal bucket list changes, seemingly by the hour, but here’s what I think right now: 

 Hit my target weight  

 Hike to the top of Mt. Si 

 Meet Dennis (If you don’t understand, you don’t need to know) 

 Build a roll top desk 

 Road trip with da guys - prefer New England but also perhaps the Gulf Coast 

 Finally get all my printed materials down to only the items I want to keep for reasons better 

than sheer laziness 

 Get back to reading fiction on a regular basis 

 Contribute to the redirection of this country back to the realm of civilized sanity 

 Bake the perfect loaf of bread 

 Carve a dragon like Emma Cook’s (sort of) 

 Publish a book, perhaps serialized online? Hmmmm, think, think, think… 

 Retire before I, you know, get croakitudinous 

 Return to playing guitar and crooning for my own entertainment (arthritis allowing) 

 Carve my own fancy lettered workshop sign 

 Make several gifts I’ve in mind for loved ones 

 Watch the Aurora Borealis live one more time 

 Walk the trails in the Hoh Forest 

 See my daughter in another staged musical – or many more, if Covid allows 

 Speaking of which, see one of my friend Sindy’s shows live 

 Find some really good white crew socks that fit my pins (Hey, not every aspiration need be 

noble, right?) 

 Have 1/3 or better of the furnishings in my house be of my own making 

 Learn to juggle 

 Change another person’s life for the better, anonymously 

 Be in the presence of all my siblings for an evening with no agenda, just to sit and talk 

 Sit the kayak a few more times, then pass it on to someone who will use it.  

 And some other stuff… 


